GIANT API provides biomedical researchers programmatic access to tissue-specific and global networks in humans and model organisms, and associated tools, which includes functional re-prioritization of existing genome-wide association study (GWAS) data. Using tissue-specific interaction networks, researchers are able to predict relationships between genes specific to a tissue or cell lineage, identify the changing roles of genes across tissues and uncover disease-gene associations. Additionally, GI-ANT API enables computational tools like NetWAS, which leverages tissue-specific networks for reprioritization of GWAS results. The web services covered by the API include 144 tissue-specific functional gene networks in human, global functional networks for human and six common model organisms and the NetWAS method. GIANT API conforms to the REST architecture, which makes it stateless, cacheable and highly scalable. It can be used by a diverse range of clients including web browsers, command terminals, programming languages and standalone apps for data analysis and visualization. The API is freely available for use at http://giant-api.princeton.edu.
INTRODUCTION
Tissue-specificity is a critical aspect of most complex human diseases. However, even with innovations in highthroughput sequencing, which provide biologists with vast collections of heterogeneous genomic data, direct assay of protein function and interactions remains infeasible in many human tissues. Computational methods can infer tissue-specific functional interactions between genes by integrating large data compendia, measuring each dataset for its relevance to a tissue context, even in tissues and cell lineages for which no or few tissue-specific data exist (1) (2) (3) (4) . The resulting tissue-specific functional networks provide a detailed, genome-scale portrait of protein function and interactions in specific tissues and cell lineages. They can predict lineage-specific molecular response, reveal the changing functional role of genes depending on tissue context and facilitate powerful methods to re-prioritize existing genomewide association study (GWAS) results to improve diseasegene association (2) .
The GIANT web server (2) provides an interactive interface to a large collection of human tissue-specific functional maps and related network analyses. However, functional networks can still be challenging to integrate into researchers' workflows when systematic analysis of large groups of genes and/or interactions is needed. Accessing these networks and accompanying computational methods requires users to download large data files, interact with online forms, or run tools locally. GIANT API has been designed to remove these hurdles by providing a convenient, programmatic way to explore and work with the tissuespecific functional networks and computational tools available at GIANT. This is the first API to allow automatable access to 144 tissue-specific networks in human (2), global functional networks for human and six common model organisms (5), and the NetWAS method for integrated, functional re-prioritization of GWAS results (2) .
An API for functional genomic web services offers researchers many ancillary benefits beyond ease of access. By adopting well-defined standards for data representation and access, GIANT API promotes information sharing and rapid dissemination of novel computational techniques in network biology. Programmatic execution enables researchers to rapidly test multiple hypotheses with reduced risk of manual errors and increased repeatability of results. Finally, an API allows easy extensibility of its features to new programming languages. We show, for example, how GIANT API can be invoked from Python by importing a tiny wrapper library. The API can be similarly adapted to other programming languages with small marginal effort.
Several popular functional genomic resources have implemented APIs for computational biologists, underscoring the need for programmatic access. Resources such as Bi-W588 Nucleic Acids Research, 2016, Vol. 44 , Web Server issue oGRID (6), KEGG (7) and ArrayExpress (8) enable highthroughput access to protein interaction data, curated pathways and expression data, respectively through their API services. Other resources also integrate diverse data to predict genome-wide functional networks (9) , with accompanying API services. GIANT API is similar to these APIs in that they are all RESTful APIs, i.e. conforming to the generally accepted constraints of REpresentational State Transfer architecture. However, GIANT API also fills a critical gap that no existing resource provides programmatic access to tissue-specific interaction networks, nor does any other resource enable biologists to reanalyze their GWAS results in the context of those networks. With GIANT API, biologists can perform complex programmatic queries against a large collection of tissue-specific networks, retrieve the surrounding functionally related genes, explore the underlying evidence for the predictions and integrate the result in visualization tools.
EXAMPLE USE CASES
This section contains three detailed cases exemplifying typical usage scenarios for GIANT API. Our examples span tissue-specific functional networks, NetWAS analysis and API integration in visualization tools.
Exploring human tissue-specific functional networks
One of the main web services provided by GIANT API is the prediction of tissue-specific functional gene networks for human. A functional network is an undirected weighted graph where vertices represent genes and edges represent predicted functional relations between gene pairs (2) . A functional relation implies that both genes participate in the same biological process in a specific tissue or functional context. Functional relationships are predicted using a naive Bayesian classifier, which is first trained using already known gene interactions (i.e. a gold standard). The trained classifier can then be used to make predictions of relations between previously unstudied gene pairs. Each edge weight is the posterior probability of a functional relation between two genes. In a tissue-specific network, a separate Bayesian classifier is trained for each tissue. This distinction is important because gene interactions differ significantly based on tissue type. Functional networks served by the GI-ANT API have been evaluated computationally and experimentally both in human (2) and in model organisms (1) .
Consider a researcher who wants to study how the Parkinson's disease-associated SNCA (10) and PARK7 (11) genes interact with other genes in the context of the human brain. Figure 1 shows how to predict these interactions from a terminal shell using the networks function of the API. Steps 1 and 2 optionally verify that the tissue and gene names are valid and can be used by the API to make functional predictions.
Step 3 retrieves the desired functional network from the GIANT server, which we filter through the Python JSON module for easier visual inspection. The weight field in the output represents the predicted probability of having a functional relationship between the corresponding source and target genes. By filtering the JSON response, the researcher is able to identify those gene pairs with highly probable interactions, e.g. ATP5J and PARK7. Exploring functional networks using GIANT API. Labeled commands illustrate how to call the API from a terminal shell to: (1) verify that a given tissue is valid and the API can make predictions for it, (2) validate gene names, (3) retrieve a functional network, (4) specify custom prediction parameters, (5) query for datasets that support a particular prediction.
The networks function also features optional API fields, which allow over-riding default values used for computations and output formatting. This is illustrated in Step 4, where the API user specifies custom prediction parameters, e.g. number of genes to be returned in the result network graph.
GIANT API predicts functional relationships by incorporating evidence from thousands of diverse datasets. Therefore, it is useful to know which datasets in the GIANT compendium most strongly support any particular prediction. A researcher can retrieve a list of these datasets, i.e. evidence, by using the networks/evidence endpoint, which is shown in Step 5. Here, the API user requests the top 10 datasets that drive the strong ATP5J-PARK7 prediction from Step 3. The response contains names and weightings for each dataset, as well as version or date information if available.
NetWAS for refining GWAS results
A second web service accessible through GIANT API is NetWAS, which is a method of re-ranking the results of an existing GWAS by incorporating knowledge of tissuespecific gene interactions captured in functional networks (2) (SVM) to discover new genes that are associated with the phenotype of interest in the underlying GWAS. It has been systematically evaluated and demonstrated to improve GWAS ranking with respect to prioritizing known disease genes and drug targets (2) . A NetWAS task is specified by (i) a GWAS results file, (ii) a functional network (tissue specific or global) and (iii) a P-value, which is used for significance testing on the GWAS data.
NetWAS was previously available only through a web form but it is now possible to use GIANT API to create Net-WAS tasks programmatically. For example, Figure 2 shows the NetWAS workflow in Python to re-prioritize a GWAS of BMI (12) based on connectivity of genes in the adipose tissue. After importing the API functions (Step 1), the researcher initializes the NetWAS job with the desired tissue context and P-value threshold (Step 2). The input GWAS file is contained in the bmi-2012.txt file.
Step 3 starts SVM training on the GIANT server, where the output vectors are derived from the GWAS results and feature vectors are based on the functional network.
Task status and progress can be monitored as shown in Steps 4 and 5 respectively. Once SVM training is complete, the user can retrieve NetWAS results in a Pandas data frame (Step 6), which can be further filtered and analyzed using native Python functions (Step 7).
GIANT API also has an HTTP interface that allows its resources to be accessed from a web browser, which provides an alternative method for monitoring NetWAS tasks. For example, a researcher can initiate multiple NetWAS jobs programmatically using a Python script and then monitor their progress and retrieve results from the web interface.
Biovisualization
Another benefit of GIANT API is that it enables scientists to easily add functional networks and relevant computational methods to their existing research infrastructures. The API uses ubiquitous formats for data representation and access (e.g. JSON, HTTP GET/POST) so it can easily interface with popular visualization tools such as D3 (13) .
To demonstrate how developers can use GIANT as a building block, we developed a functional network visualization module for BioJS, which is an open-source library of modular JavaScript tools for bioinformatics ( Figure 3 ) (14) . This module relies on the GIANT API to execute all of its underlying data queries, and uses D3 for final rendering of network graphs. Users are able to explore functional networks for a set of query genes in any one of 144 human tissues. The graphs are interactive: they can be filtered for network size and confidence thresholds, and also allow the users to query dataset evidence by clicking on any of the edges. For example, Figure 3 shows the BioJS user exploring the functional network for the osteoblast tissue in the neighborhood of the LEF1 gene (Step 1). The LEF1-HEY1 interaction is selected by the user (Step 2), which triggers a GIANT API call to get the top datasets supporting this particular gene interaction (Step 3).
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
Block diagram for the GIANT API is given in Figure 4 . API calls can originate from diverse sources such as web browsers, terminals shells, programming languages (e.g. Python) or data visualization tools. Apache HTTP server acts as the API gateway. It is also responsible for serving static resources such as JavaScript code. API services for data and computations are implemented in Python using the Django REST Framework. Communication between the HTTP server and Python is enabled via the Web Server Gateway Interface.
MySQL database is used for persistent storage of any data needed for API services. To improve responsiveness, API uses Memcached (http://memcached.org), which saves results of recent API requests in memory. If the same API call is encountered before cache timeout, the response can be served from memory, thus avoiding any database queries or additional computations.
API services that require significant computation time (e.g. NetWAS) are processed asynchronously. Requests for these services are first entered in a FIFO queue implemented using the Celery task scheduler (http://www. 
API ENDPOINTS
GIANT is a RESTful API in that it conforms to the constraints of the Representational State Transfer architecture. In particular, GIANT API (i) is stateless and cacheable, (ii) supports standard HTTP methods such as GET and POST, (iii) returns its responses in JSON format, and (iv) allows hyperlinks to its resources. Table 1 summarizes the endpoints of the GIANT API. The first set of endpoints, prefixed with networks, is used for querying 144 tissue-specific functional networks for hu- Table 1 . Summary of API endpoints man. The following set, labeled imp, is used for querying integrated global functional networks for six model organisms and human. Finally, the netwas endpoints are used for initializing, starting and monitoring NetWAS tasks. The API also includes several helper functions which can query names of supported tissue networks or validate gene names. These are useful for programmatically building web forms that use the API.
Many of the API endpoints accept both GET and POST methods. Consider the following two requests for the functional relationships in the brain network around the SNCA gene:
The first form, which invokes a direct hyperlink using the GET method, is convenient to use in a web browser and can be easily bookmarked or cached. The second form, which uses the POST method, embeds query parameters inside the HTTP message body instead of the URL. This allows more complex queries with additional parameters, and may be preferable for programmatic execution in scripts.
The web services underlying GIANT API often use predictive models trained on a continuously evolving body of datasets and gold standards. As the size and accuracy of these data improve over time, predictions returned by GI-ANT API for the same query parameters may also change. To ensure future reproducibility of current predictions, GI-ANT API allows users to specify an optional version number in their queries. A version number uniquely identifies a point-in-time snapshot of functional networks (e.g. for imp and networks endpoints) and services (e.g. the netwas endpoint). For example, we can modify the previous query so that it always uses the first version of the networks:
Without an explicit version number, GIANT API uses the most recent version of each network or service by default. Where applicable, API responses also contain date or version information for networks and underlying datasets, e.g. evidence endpoint in Figure 1 .
GIANT API is hosted at Princeton University and is freely accessible at giant-api.princeton.edu (denoted API ROOT in Table 1 ). API documentation and wiki is publicly available on GitHub (https://github.com/FunctionLab/giant-api). This repository also contains code samples and client libraries. Our JavaScript visualization module and relevant demos are available at the BioJS registry (http://biojs.io/d/giant-api-biojs).
SUMMARY
GIANT API allows biomedical researchers to explore and work with functional gene networks programmatically. API users can query both tissue-specific and global networks in human and other model organisms, as well invoke related computational methods such as NetWAS. As a RESTful API, GIANT uses ubiquitous standards for data representation and access, thus encouraging dissemination of new datasets and computational methods. Researchers can use the API to replace manual steps in their research workflows with automatable scripts, easily test multiple hypotheses and rapidly follow up on the results from high-throughput experiments.
In addition to biomedical research scientists, GIANT API also benefits developers working in computational biology. Using the API as a building block, programmers can develop additional web services for functional network analysis and visualization. By providing an abstraction layer between data access and presentation, GIANT API makes it easy for genomic information to be consumed by a diverse set of clients with minimal code repetition. For example, a website, a mobile app and a desktop app can all use the same API calls for data retrieval, with the only code differences being confined to presentation. This also allows developers to write minimalist wrapper libraries, which extend existing API services to new programming languages.
